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PUlai, E. E Sethu—Place-names suffixes in Tamil. AOE. V,
Pfc. 1, 8 pages; Pi 2, 34 pages.	[472
Part I gives suffixes of the place-names of the Arable Region, and
Pt 2 gives suffixes of place-names denoting habitations, religious and
charitable foundations, fortifications, communications, industry and
commerce, villages and towns, territorial divisions, arid regions, and
littoral regions.
Pitfcawalla,  M. B.~Geography   and  Culture.   IG-J.  XVI,
pp. 376-394, 1 sketch map.	[473
Points out the importance of Geography as an aid to the unification
of India's culture, taking the example of the Indus Valley for the
purpose.
	 An Appeal   to  the  Universities of India for   consi-
dering the position of Geography as a Science. IGJ. XVI,
' pp. 33-41.	[474
EaghaTan V.—Notes on some Ancient South Indian Political
Geographical Names. AOE. V, Pt. 2, 6 pages.	[475
Following suggestions have been made in the notes :—
 (1)	Prebara, is the word that occurs in the Talagunda inscription and
neither Premara nor Prebara as read by some scholars.   It is the name
of a river near Aparanta.
 (2)	The Asmakavamsa named in Bhamaha's Kavyalamkara was a poem
in the Vaidarbha  style dealing with a line of   kings of the Asmaka
territory that lay contiguous to the Vidarbhas.
(3)	'The word Pallava signifies the country ruled by the Pallava
soyereigns with their capital at Kancl. The expression Trairajyalallava
occurring in several inscriptions means the Pallava kingdom comprising
three units.
<4)   Dramila originally meant the Tamil-speaking country as a whole,
Tised on in its restricted application to the Pallava territory alone.
(5)   Sibi was another name for the Cola country.
Silabhadra—Fa-Hien's Indian Travel. M-B. Vol. 49, Pfc. II,
pp. 398-405 ; Pt. 12, pp. 436-448.	[.476
Follows the path of the traveller.
Sinha, Jogendra Nath—Puri: The Sacred City. HR. LXXIII,
pp. 364-368.	[477
Sircar, Dines Chandra—A Reference to the Seafaring People
of Gauda.   HR. LXXIII, pp. 617-619.	[478
The maritime activities of the people of ancient Gauda is studied from
epigraphic evidence,

